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Executive Summary

Manchester is a single link in a larger network of challenges facing the labour force across Northern England—the “Northern Brain Drain”. Although Manchester has one of the highest retention rates in the country, London continues to be the location where students are most likely to relocate – and remain – after graduation. In this report, researchers at Peterloo surveyed students themselves on reasons that would attract graduates to remain in Greater Manchester, utilising the barometer of characteristics defining “Good Quality Work”: salary, personal and employment opportunities, health, and satisfaction. This report finds that respondents prioritised the socio-cultural environment of the city, job opportunities, and low cost of living. Furthermore, the report finds that people perceive London to vastly outnumber Manchester in such career opportunities.

Policy Recommendations:

- Draw in more competitive job opportunities to Manchester, such as through wage bursaries and greater advertisement of existing careers.
- Increase quality of local education, so home graduates are valued.
- Strengthen business-employer relations through transparency and opportunities for personal growth.

Published during a cost of living crisis, Manchester’s ability to provide graduates a vibrant, yet financially beneficial, lifestyle means that increasing career opportunities in the region must be an essential component of current debate.
Introduction

In 2019, the Combined Authorities of Greater Manchester (GMCA) launched the UK’s first ‘Good Employment Charter’, which attempts to aid ‘employers to develop good jobs, deliver opportunities for people to progress, and help the city-region succeed’. Within the charter, the GMCA in partnership with various employment specialists, outlined seven characteristics of a job which represented “good quality employment”, including ‘secure work, flexible work, real living wage, engagement and voice, recruitment, people management, and health and well-being’. While the Peterloo Institute welcomes such a development, this research project calls for greater focus regarding the quality of jobs available for students and recent graduates in Greater Manchester.

Manchester’s universities boast a strong reputation both in the UK and abroad. The city gains a net influx of students each year and has an overall retention rate of 51 per cent, with a third of students originating from the Greater Manchester area itself. However, two problems persist. Firstly, Manchester’s graduate wage in 2014 was one of the lowest of all UK cities, with an average starting salary of £20,870. Secondly, Manchester sees a net outflow of 21 percent of graduates to London. Despite Manchester having one of the highest graduate retention rates amongst cities within the UK, a large degree of “bouncers” remain. This term refers to students who come to the city for university purposes, however, leave after graduating. Furthermore, this is a universal issue across northern university cities, to the extent that many experts claim that a northern “brain drain” exists.

Retaining graduates in Greater Manchester is important. Having a large pool of young, skilled, and motivated individuals within the workforce drives innovation, which is key for continuing Manchester’s structural shift from its industrial roots to developing more specialised sectors such as sport, media and music. This graduate-driven growth in Manchester is pivotal to reducing inequalities between the North and South of the UK, since it will increase investment and employment that will have further impact across the wider

---

2 Greater Manchester Combined Authority, “Greater Manchester good employment.”
4 McDonald, “The Great British brain”.
5 McDonald, “The Great British brain”. 
region. It has been suggested that resilience towards economic shocks of the local economy; experience of studying a higher-level qualification engenders a life-long learning mindset, allowing for retraining and resilience to economic shocks. As the North’s productivity falls short of London and the Southeast, and the labour force is considered weaker than other parts of the UK, graduates will be key in supporting the city to thrive.6

This research has aimed to fill a gap of understanding in how Greater Manchester can retain graduates, and whether this can be achieved by providing ‘good quality’ jobs for graduates. To achieve this, we conducted a quantitative survey with students and recent university graduates from higher education facilities in Greater Manchester. This survey asked participants to rate good quality job factors based on their importance to them when looking for employment. From this, we drew conclusions on which aspects of good quality employment the city should focus on most when aiming to attract more graduates and increase its graduate retention rate.

On average, full-time workers in the UK work 36 hours per week and work generally dominates the population's time from the ages of 16 to 65.\(^7\) Owing to its enormous importance to individuals and the UK economy, much research has been done to understand how work impacts on lives and how work can be of ‘good quality’.

**The Employment Landscape in Greater Manchester**

Scholars and commentators agree that the employment landscape within the Greater Manchester area has undergone a dramatic transformation since the Second World War. Manchester went through a process of extensive economic restructuring,\(^8\) consisting of rapid de-industrialisation, especially from the 1960s. Between 1966 and 1972, “one in three manual jobs in manufacturing were lost”, replaced (albeit not fully) by a “growth in service occupations”.\(^9\) As a result, most employment opportunities remained low-skill and low pay, although unlike the previous manufacturing base, employment was less labour-intensive.

This trajectory remained until the 1990s, when numerous investment projects, such as the Metrolink, Bridgewater Concert Hall and Manchester Arena took off as a part of a campaign to raise the international profile of the city.\(^10\) In the 2000s, many similar projects began to appear across the whole region, including Media City in Salford Quays and Sport City in East Manchester.\(^11\) This influx of investments ultimately led to the emergence of more high-skilled, highly paid jobs, which many hail as to the city's benefit.\(^12\) For example, Greater Manchester Combined Authority reported that by 2017 Greater Manchester had one of the largest digital and creative clusters in the UK, employing 78,600 people and generating Gross


\(^12\) Georgina Blakeley and Brendan Evans, *The Regeneration of East Manchester: A Political Analysis* (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2015).

Value Added (GVA) of £3.8 billion each year.\(^\text{14}\) That said, the authenticity of this claim remains contentious, with some claiming the private sector in GM has “very limited capacity to generate good jobs which pay high wages”.\(^\text{15}\) However, the Devolution Deal made in 2014, did help to facilitate further investment,\(^\text{16}\) ultimately local policy actors could utilise their knowledge to attract employment while high levels of economic growth attracted new firms. This has led to a dramatic increase in private sector employment, especially in emerging industries such as technology and life sciences.\(^\text{17}\) Indeed, from 2013-2019, Manchester’s private sector net job creation increased by 20 per cent.\(^\text{18}\)

On the other hand, commentators question whether these jobs have contributed to the welfare of Mancunians directly, describing the uneven development seen in areas surrounding Media City and Northern Quarter as strong cases of gentrification.\(^\text{19,20}\)

Gentrification - the process of wealthier people moving to a previously urban area, thereby increasing housing standards and costs, which leads to the displacement of former inhabitants of the area.

They argue that although the investment has improved job quality and brought more opportunities, due to educational and skill gaps these jobs often do not go to lifelong GM residents. Indeed, in 2015, 44 per cent of the new graduate workforce were incomers from outside of the region, who had come either for university or employment.\(^\text{21}\) It has also been outlined how alongside these ‘high-end’ employment opportunities, there exists a strong

\(^\text{15}\) Peter Folkman et al., Manchester transformed: why we need a reset of city region policy (Manchester: Centre for Research on Socio-Cultural Change, 2016), https://hummedia.manchester.ac.uk/institutes/cresc/research/ManchesterTransformed.pdf.
\(^\text{21}\) Rebecca McDonald, “The Great British brain.”
‘foundational economy’ within the city that employs a significantly larger proportion of the workforce.22 This refers to basic industries for welfare, including health, care, education, housing, utilities and food supply.23 Mostly, these workers are highly skilled yet remain in the remit of the public sector with median pay rates.

However, since the 1980s some of these industries including care, housing and utilities have been increasingly transferred to the private sector.24 Regardless, GM still boasts a large public sector workforce with 643,000 equating to 14 percent of the overall working population compared to 12.9 percent in London in June 2021.25 The overall working population (individuals aged 16-64) of the North West is approximately 4,572,900,26 whereas the working population of London was around 6,050,800.27 Along with other public sector workers in the UK, government cuts and inflation levels have curtailed real-wage pay rises since 2008.28 Though public sector workers do still retain some benefits, such as pensions and Union representation, that are not always included in private sector jobs, austerity measures have further contributed to the widely discussed job quality divergence between the public and private sector.29 This gap is complemented by the significant gap between employment quality between London and the rest of the country.30

---

23 Davide Arcidiacono et al., *Foundational economy: the infrastructure*.
27 ibis
30 Rebecca McDonald, “The Great British brain.”
The Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter

It was a recognition of such continuing issues in the supply of high quality employment in Greater Manchester that led to the birth of the Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter in 2019. While the scheme does not mandate employers across GM to roll out better employment practices, it encourages employers across all sectors to commit to certain features of ‘good work’ while simultaneously providing resources and support (in partnership with the Chartered Institute of Professional and Development, CIPD) to help them achieve this commitment. This includes Secure Work, Flexible Work, Real Living Wage, Engagement & Voice, Recruitment, People Management and Health and Well-being.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secure Work</th>
<th>Jobs that provide certain hours and regular pay that are also relatively long term.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexible work</td>
<td>A worker has some control of when, how and where they work so work can fit their lifestyle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Living Wage</td>
<td>An independently calculated wage that ensures that the cost of a worker's life is covered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement and Voice</td>
<td>Workers have a strong voice in the decision-making process in a company but also are actively involved and consulted when decisions are made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Wellbeing</td>
<td>Workers' physical and mental health requirements are accommodated when working.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, given the project is still in its infancy, and take up is still relatively low, with 34 member organisations and only 228 working towards charter membership, the impact of the scheme has been limited. Furthermore, it does not address the large graduate labour force which comes to the city for educational purposes, then leaves immediately after.

**The Graduate Labour Market in the UK**

The graduate labour market in the UK can be defined as ‘an urbanised jobs market based around London … and the larger regional centres of the country’.

**Graduate** - ‘a person who is aged over 20, not enrolled on any educational course and who has a level of higher education above A level standard. Graduates are aged between 21 and 64’.

Over 68 per cent of full-time first-degree leavers are employed, although 18 per cent have engaged in further study at some point after graduation. Almost half of them start out in the public sector, mainly in the education and health industries. This is especially prominent in the North, whereas the South sees a larger share of knowledge intensive business services (KIBS) and private sector jobs. Additionally, the number of graduates working in positions classified as ‘professional’, according to the 2010 Standard Occupational Classification (SOC), has increased and is now at around 71 per cent, with those in professional employment consistently earning more than their counterparts. The average starting salary for graduates as of December 2021 across the UK was £24,291, although this number might obscure the differences by region and industry.

This information could be perceived as depicting a robust graduate labour market. However, although graduates are only at the start of their career, they are affected by pre-existing inequalities, such as a gender pay gap and the fact that Black graduates are the lowest paid across all age groups, while Bangladeshi and Pakistani graduates also earn significantly

---

35 Prospect Luminate, “What do graduates do?”
lower wages. Additionally, these groups experience lower full-time employment rates, as do people with disabilities. White graduates have the highest employment rates and Chinese and Indian graduates earn the highest salaries.

So far, experts assume that despite a 12 percent decrease in graduate employment, the graduate labour market has been the sector least affected by the pandemic and while it has certainly become more difficult to find employment, Professor Tristam Hooley predicted ‘the overwhelming majority of graduates will still find work and many of them will still find good work’. Alongside this, 6.7 per cent of those who graduated in 2018/19 said they were unemployed, a rise of 1.7 per cent from the previous year of graduates, with it more than likely that employment chances have been affected by the pandemic. It seems however that Professor Tristam Hooley’s prediction is relatively accurate as the graduate labour market has around 20 per cent more vacancies than in 2019 (before the pandemic).

**The Graduate Labour Market in Greater Manchester**

Greater Manchester has the biggest graduate labour market outside London. Almost a fifth of the graduate workforce in the North-West works in Manchester, despite Manchester only making up 7 per cent of the region’s population. The city has a similar share of public sector jobs compared to the whole of the UK but lacks KIBS (knowledge-intensive business services) which are jobs heavily reliant on professional knowledge. These jobs employ 16 per cent of graduates compared to more than a quarter in London or Edinburgh. More specifically, as shown by figures one and two below, the dominant industry group for new graduates in the North-West is health (22.1 per cent), followed by retail and education. In London, the largest graduate employer is the business and finance industry with 18.2 per cent

---

38 Prospects Luminate, “What do graduates do?”
39 Department for Education, “Destination and earnings of graduates.”
40 Prospects Luminate, “What do graduates do?”
42 HR News, “Graduate Job Vacancies 20% higher than pre-pandemic,” January 7, 2022, https://hrnews.co.uk/graduate-job-vacancies-20-higher-than-pre-pandemic/
43 Centre for Cities, “The Great British Brain.”
45 Centre for Cities, “The Great British Brain.”
of new graduates working in this sector compared to only 8.5 per cent in the North West. On the other hand, in London, only 7.9% are employed as retail and catering staff, but 12% are in the North-West.46

![North West Occupations Graph](image)

**Figure 1:** Prospects Luminate, Regional Edition, p. 12.

![London Occupations Graph](image)

**Figure 2:** Regional Edition, p. 33.

In 2019, 49 per cent of recent graduates in Greater Manchester were working in non-graduate roles, compared to only 34.5 per cent in London.47 This suggests a significant lack of relevant opportunities in the region. Additionally, the average graduate starting salary of £22,537 in

---


the whole of the North-West in 2017/18 is one of the lowest in the country, compared to £27,256 in London and is even lower in Manchester itself.48

Graduate Migration to-and-from Manchester

Looking at graduate migration to and from Manchester requires nuanced analysis. 51 per cent of graduates stay to work after graduation. This means that together with some coming into the city who have never lived there before and many of those who moved away for university returning, the city experiences an overall graduate gain, second only to London.49 However, there is also a large outflow of graduates to London and the wider North-West. Graduate migration to London can be explained. Graduates tend to stay close to areas they know, that is either the area they grew up or went to university in.50 However, considering that 22 per cent of new graduates in the UK worked in London six months after graduation, and London tends to be the area with the best grades experts have coined the term ‘Northern Brain Drain’ to describe this phenomenon.51

London is a ‘hotspot for graduate employment’, 52 boasting the largest labour market in the UK, high starting salaries, and a higher-than-average professional employment rate. Still, most graduates will likely never work in the capital. It is a specific cohort of graduates that moves to London, namely those referred to as ‘bouncers’ or ‘incomers’ who move to a city for university purposes, then move again after graduation.53 As the Centre for Cities points out, universities do retain students but not necessarily the same students who originally moved to the city to study. Manchester is no exception, where 67 per cent of students left upon graduation.54 At the same time, 24 per cent of the new graduate workforce had never lived in the city before, which shows that Manchester also attracts new graduates. In addition, 20 per cent of those who came to the city to study stayed for employment post-graduation.55

Research suggests that the motivation to stay in the North-West may not be the result of a lack of ambition regarding better opportunities in the South. Instead, it is argued that it is a choice influenced by the positive connection to the area, for example in the form of friends

48 Micha-Shannon Smith, “Graduate salaries in the,”
51 Centre for Cities, “The Great British Brain.”
53 Ibid, p. 5.
55 Ibid, p. 25.
and family and its culture and environment. Therefore, graduates may want to stay in Greater Manchester for reasons other than employment opportunities. This could explain the city’s high retention rate despite a disadvantage in wages and opportunities compared to London. The same paper argues that motivation to leave the area however is driven by job opportunities, especially access to employment and career progression. As a result, large cities, and especially London, have a bigger appeal to graduates. When provided with the right chances, university leavers do not seem to be deterred by low wages or high housing costs. Interestingly, a study found a high willingness to move anywhere in the UK for ‘the right job’, even among those graduates who intended to stay in the region they were domiciled. This suggests that the availability of good-quality jobs is a crucial factor in driving graduate migration.

**Good Quality Jobs**

Work can be transformational for individuals, with fulfilling work having a significant impact on individual well-being, sense of purpose and self-realisation. It can also be transformational beyond the individual, contributing to increases in living standards and social inclusion. However, one in three people in the UK believe they are in a job considered low quality, and this rises to 55% for workers under 25 years of age. The quality of a job does not improve with fuller employment. Fuller employment means a larger proportion of people are employed rather than unemployed and low-quality jobs are unequally distributed across society, particularly impacting younger adults and members of black and minority ethnic groups.

Low-quality jobs, defined as having ‘two or more perceived negative aspects’ such as low autonomy or low pay, impact negatively in several ways. Low-quality jobs attract low pay which is recognised as being below two-thirds median pay. This increases the risk of financial hardship and poverty. It also traps people into a cycle of low-quality jobs and

---

56 Eileen Cunningham and Fiona Christie, ‘There’s no place like home’: an exploration of graduate attitudes toward place and mobility, (Bristol: Prospects Luminate, 2019), p. 3.
62 The Health Foundation, “One in three employees.”
unemployment. Low-wage work also impacts in-work poverty, defined as individuals who earn below 60% of the national household median. This affects overall well-being and opportunities for training outside of work, as well as the support the state must provide. In 2017, 19 per cent of employee jobs in GM were below the low-pay threshold.65

A second impact of low-quality jobs is on health. Since the landmark Whitehall study, the link/interrelationships between health and work have been studied in more detail, and in particular, the impact of stress on health.66 Although stress can be high in all job roles, low-quality jobs impact stress levels in ways that have adverse health impacts compared to high-quality jobs. Firstly, the stress placed upon an individual in a role where they do not possess the tools to respond to the demands of a role, like someone in a highly autonomous role, causes higher stress impacts. Research suggests that 15 per cent of people in the aforementioned roles are experiencing poorer health, more than double that, 7 percent, of those without the same challenges in their position.67

Secondly, low-quality jobs are less likely to be fulfilling as it is unlikely to be a satisfying job, there may be limited promotion opportunities and it is unlikely that adequate skills will be acquired to perform a high quality role.

Although the gig economy and insecure jobs receive a lot of attention for their employment rights and the job insecurity, there is a wider scope of issues that impact on the quality of jobs in the UK.68 The CIPD’s comprehensive study of good quality jobs research highlights six key elements that emerge from a plethora of research: pay and other rewards, the intrinsic characteristics of work, terms of employment, health and safety, work-life balance, and representation and voice.69

64 Ibid, pp. 51-2.
69 Ibid.
Each of the six have a number of elements sitting under the headline issues, and research and policy decisions at the government and organisational level need to consider these to ensure good quality jobs.

**Policy Overview**

In recent years the UK Government has expressed a new commitment to improving the quality of work within the UK. There are two major elements to this. One has been the Government’s growing interest in actively investing to transform the structure of the UK economy. This was evident in the publication of the landmark UK Industrial Strategy in 2017. The paper set out a series of ‘Grand Challenges’ to develop work-leading industries in the UK, presenting Government intervention as instrumental in creating success. Providing better quality, higher value work constituted a key part of this agenda and was to be achieved through policies such as that in former Prime Minister Theresa May’s foreword, where she argued: “It is not ambitious enough to have record jobs growth, unless those jobs are secure and delivering real growth in wages.”

The current Government’s *Build Back Better* plan inherits some of this ambition, setting out the need to invest actively in emerging sectors to build a more productive economy, whilst also tackling “geographic disparities” that affect different areas of the

---

country. However, it is notable that whilst the strategy includes a “Plan for Jobs”, announcing new investment in skills and supporting people into work, the focus is almost exclusively on the volume of jobs rather than their quality. There is a pressing need to ensure that, in the rush to grow the economy and replace lost jobs in the wake of COVID-19, the Government prioritises both the quantity and quality of jobs.

Moreover, it is concerning that regional inequalities between the labour markets in London and the South-East and northern cities have been substantially worsened by the effects of the pandemic. In this context, even greater ambition and commitment is required to address these persistent inequalities. As think tank IPPR North pointed out, there were critical weaknesses in the UK Government’s delivery of similarly bold promises to address North-South inequalities under its earlier Northern Powerhouse agenda during the Cameron administration. These included a rise in low paid work, poverty and paid cancellations in the North of England in the period 2014-2019, as well as a slower increase in weekly pay than in the rest of the country. For the Government to make a success of ‘building back better’ and ‘levelling up’, it needs to learn the lessons from these past failures.

The second pillar of the Government’s approach to improving the world of work is its efforts on employment rights. Prime Minister Theresa May commissioned the Taylor Review, which took an in-depth look at the state of modern working practices. The review acknowledged that whilst many employees value flexible employment, there has been a tendency towards “one-sided flexibility” in the UK labour market, in which businesses use flexibility to reduce costs and workers have little say about the nature of their contracts. This review fed into the subsequent Good Work Plan, which laid out plans for stricter enforcement of existing legislation and new rights for agency and temporary workers. The plan also recognised the importance of ‘voice and autonomy’ and ‘participation and progression’ in the workplace.

76 Ibid.
However, many of the recommendations are yet to be transcribed into legislation. Moreover, although current Prime Minister Boris Johnson promised an Employment Bill upon his accession in 2019, this has yet to be announced and did not form a part of the 2021 Queen’s Speech.\(^77\) It is yet to be seen whether the Government’s stated commitment to improving working practices will feed into concrete improvements in public policy.

It is worth noting that the UK Government is not the only body able to make a difference to improving the quality of work in Greater Manchester. As is mentioned in the Literature Review, GMCA (Greater Manchester Combined Authority) has also expressed a commitment to improving the quality of work in the region. The Good Employment Charter is at the heart of this, encouraging private and public sector employers to commit to providing secure and well-paid work and giving employees more of a voice in the workplace\(^78\) through the use of incentives such as membership to the supporters’ network and recommendations for policy implications within businesses\(^79\). Elsewhere in Work and Skills, GMCA is planning a better integrated labour market plan, focusing on devolved adult education budgets and funding programmes such as Working Well to improve the productivity of the region and the quality of work\(^80\).

Despite these promising developments, it is important to acknowledge the inherent limitations of these schemes given the limited powers available to the GMCA. The Good Employment Charter is a voluntary initiative and relies on good-will and commitment from businesses across the city region whilst the GMCA’s other initiatives also rely on limited funding pots. Nevertheless, if these efforts are a success, they could help make the case for greater devolved funding and responsibilities. This would enable GMCA and local authorities to provide locally targeted initiatives to improve the quality of jobs on offer in Greater Manchester.

\(^78\) Greater Manchester Combined Authority, “Greater Manchester good employment”.
\(^79\) Greater Manchester Combined Authority, “Greater Manchester good employment”.
Methodology

The aim of our research was to understand what students and recent graduates within the Greater Manchester area consider ‘good quality’ work. To achieve these aims, we conducted a Qualtrics XM survey.

Method of Data Collection and Sampling

To be chosen for the study, participants had to meet two qualifying criteria. Firstly, participants had to be a student or a recent graduate (3 years). Moreover, participants also had to have studied or been studying at a higher education institution in GM (University of Manchester, Manchester Metropolitan University, Bolton University, Royal Northern College of Music, etc). As a consequence of this, all participants were students or recent graduates of a GM higher education facility. In total, 56 individuals filled in the survey questions in full.

Regarding university representation, 29 participants are from the University of Manchester, 11 from Manchester Metropolitan University, 7 from University of Salford, 3 from University of Bolton, 5 from Royal Northern College of Music, and 1 from Arden School of Theatre. In terms of gender, 31 participants identified as female and 25 male. A large majority of respondents identified themselves as ‘White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/Britain’. With the second largest groups being Chinese and Indian graduates/students, followed by White Irish, White and Asian, Pakistani, African, Arab, White European, and South American and Indian. Finally, in terms of ‘home region’ once again other than a large segment of participants from the North-West, there seems to be an even spread amongst participants from regions within the UK as well as a significant portion of participants from outside the UK.

While the sample of 57 participants is relatively small, given the detail and level of information taken within the survey it represents a significant insight into participants' opinions. Additionally, the qualifying criteria, while limiting potential participant numbers, represented the target market our research was aimed at, and that we aimed to represent. Furthermore, as referenced earlier one characteristic which will successfully allow us to do this is the even spread of universities students across GM who participated in the survey. Ultimately, this will allow the research to represent graduates and students across GM, not just from one or two universities. Similarly, is the case for the participants' home regions. Collecting a wide spread of students from across the UK, and from those outside the UK, has
allowed the research to represent a wider group of more diverse students and graduates more accurately within GM.

However, one drawback of the sample is the diversity amongst participants when it came to ethnicity. In Manchester the demographics are the following: White 66.7% (53.3% White British, 2.4% White Irish, 0.1% Gypsy, 4.9% other white), Mixed Race 4.7% (1.8% white and black Caribbean, 0.9% white and black African, 0.1% white and Asian, 0.1% other mixed race). As noted earlier, a large majority of participants identified themselves as White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/Britain. The relatively smaller number of participants from minority groups means the research will not be able to identify if opinions differ when it comes to ‘good quality jobs’ to the same level. Given the difficulties these groups already face in the labour market, both at graduate level and more generally, this is disappointing.

Survey Design

This survey was mainly designed to investigate what participants considered a ‘good quality job’ and what features of such a job were most important to them. These features were:

- Wage level
- Additional non-wage benefits
- Fulfilment
- Skill utilisation
- Terms of employment:
  - Opportunities for personal development
  - Mental health
  - Positive work-life balance arrangements
  - Level of representation

Additionally, the survey also contained a variety of questions detailing the demographic information of participants, including:

- Gender
- Ethnicity
- Higher educational facility attended in GM
- Initial home region

---

Finally, the survey concluded with a few more open-ended questions regarding participants’ feelings about graduate employment in GM. This included questions enquiring:

- Do participants plan on remaining in GM?
- What would attract them to stay?
- Do they believe GM has better opportunities than London?

A survey with a mix of open and closed questions was utilised as the researchers deemed it to be the most effective way to gain a significant number of students' opinions. Rather than compiling this via the time-consuming process of interviews, surveying allowed researchers to ensure their work fit within the wider body of research in the most appropriate way. Furthermore, by making the main focus of the survey the features of a ‘good quality job’ and its components’ importance to participants, this allowed the research to relate to the GM Good Employment Charter with the Peterloo’s institute ‘Graduate Good Employment Charter’. That is, the latter focuses only on some of the aspects that the former deals with. These features are those mentioned above. However, the charter in this study would go one step further than the GMGEC by illustrating the most important features to students and recent graduates. This gives employers a clearer insight in what they should prioritise providing in the short term. By supplying this information, this survey would allow employers and policymakers to ensure these features exist in the labour market to aid the retention of graduates.

The research design is linked to the aim of the research and existing literature in numerous ways. Firstly, the importance of demographic questions within the survey were crucial. Currently, it is widely known and accepted across society that different genders and ethnicities have a vastly different experience in terms of gaining employment and job quality. This is observed through issues such as, the Gender Pay Gap which was 7.9% in April of 2021 for full-time employees, or the Ethnicity pay gap which, at the same time varies across different ethnicities. Moreover, the characteristics of a ‘good quality job’ which were utilised in the survey were taken from the report ‘Understanding and measuring job quality’

---

(CIPD). This report was used as a base for the questions as it represented a comprehensive report which compiled most of the literature available on measuring job quality. As mentioned earlier, this would allow the charter in this study to go one step further than the GMCA charter by prioritising the most important features to students and recent graduates.

**Ethical considerations**

The survey was shared with potential participants via email, Manchester alumni Facebook groups and a LinkedIn post by The Peterloo Institute. This always included a Participant Information Sheet (PIS). The PIS detailed the research aim, what participation would involve if they were to consent and the names and contact information of everyone conducting the research for questions or minor complaints. It also outlined how data would be kept confidential and who could access it. Participants were informed about their right to withdraw at any time and then asked to confirm their understanding of all the information provided in the PIS, upon which they could consent to participation in our study.

To protect participants, various ethical measures were taken. First, the data was collected and stored in accordance with the General Data Protection Legislation (GDPR) and Data Protection Act 2018. Participants’ names and contact details were not taken, and any further personally identifiable information was anonymised when possible. A complaints contact was provided to participants, which was approved by The Peterloo Institute Research Ethics Committee.

**Evaluation**

As mentioned earlier, the researchers opted against interviews due to their time-consuming nature and the opportunity costs. However, by not interviewing or consulting employers of graduates within GM, the research design ultimately is missing some crucial insight into the supply side of the labour market. However, this was mitigated via the literature review, as supply-side barriers to providing good quality employment have been widely documented. These include cost and lack of knowledge regarding what potential employees consider ‘good quality jobs’. A second drawback, can be the limitations for a comprehensive and effective national policy as this work does not consider similar research from different city regions, like London, which would allow for patterns and trends to be observed. While not necessarily mitigated against, this was deemed out of the research scope and would cloud the key findings if included. Despite this, the team would recommend this avenue to future researchers interested in this issue.
Findings and Discussion

Introduction

To identify which characteristics of ‘good-quality work’ are prioritised highest amongst students, we conducted a survey. This data was collected from students and recent graduates from universities within Greater Manchester regarding the following nine factors:

1. Wage level
2. Non-Wage benefits
3. Purpose
4. Skill Utilisation
5. Terms of Employment
6. Personal Development
7. Mental Health Arrangements
8. Work-Life Balance
9. Representation and Voice

After receiving 57 responses, the results were stratified by the following demographics:

- University
- Gender
- Race
- Job Market Status
- Home Region

The data shows similar trends to research produced by the likes of Prospects Luminate\(^83\) and the CIPD\(^84\). However, we found no significant differences across demographic groups regarding individual valuations of the factors. We have presented our findings below.

---


**Wage Level**

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important is the wage level of a job to you?”

This question was used to ascertain the level of importance students, and recent graduates, placed upon wage levels as a factor of ‘good quality employment’. Given that the average graduate starting salary in Manchester is one of the lowest in the country\(^\text{85}\), the wage level could play a significant role in explaining the recent departure of graduates from Greater Manchester.

In total, 57 people answered the question about the importance of the wage level of a job. 50.9% considered it very important, 42.1% considered it fairly important, 7% considered it slightly important, and no respondents considered it not important.

Wage level ranks the highest of all factors in our survey. The Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter (GMGEC) also finds wage level to be an important factor in good employment. The proposal of a real living wage, which is calculated based on the cost of basic expenses, is one of the charter’s seven key commitments\(^\text{86}\). However, this real living wage will have to be recalculated given recent rises in basic living costs because of supply side inflation.

Our findings indicate that addressing Manchester’s low graduate wages could be especially crucial in reducing the gap between Manchester and London as a good place to work.

---

\(^{85}\) Micha-Shannon Smith, “Graduate salaries in the,”

\(^{86}\) Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter, “The Greater Manchester Good.”
**Non-Wage Benefits**

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall are additional non-wage benefits to you? These may include level of pension contributions, health cover, bonus schemes and other company benefits”

Research from the Income Data Services in 2014 found that 86% of organisations use non-pay benefits as an incentive for retention and recruitment. Such benefits form around 2-5 per cent of the total rewards package for employees. Clearly, the majority of employers are aware that benefits can increase applications for job vacancies and increase employee motivation.

Of the 57 responses, 12.3 per cent considered it very important, 29.8 per cent considered it fairly important, 40.4 per cent considered it slightly important and 17.5 per cent considered it not important. These results show that additional non-wage benefits are somewhat important for most recent graduates when it comes to good employment, however it ranks as the least important of all factors in our survey. This implies that employers may see increased retention and application rates when focussing their incentives on other factors with higher average importance for students and graduates, such as improving their employment contracts, increasing the wage level, or increasing the scope for personal development in the workplace.

![Figure 5: Importance of non-wage benefits](image)

**Level of Purpose**

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall is the level of purpose associated with a job, to you? This may include the meaning or fulfilment you

---

In their report on good quality work, the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) demonstrated that fulfilling work can have a significant impact on individual wellbeing. It is also argued that people who perceive their work to be meaningful have more desirable work attitudes and are absent from work less frequently. It is therefore crucial to recognise that motivations for work exist beyond financial benefits.

Our results show that a job which induces a sense of purpose is very important to our sample, ranking joint 3rd out of all the factors in terms of importance. Of the 57 respondents 49.1% considered the level of purpose associated with a job very important, 33.3% considered it fairly important, 12.3% considered it slightly important and only 5.3% considered it not important.

Enabling employees to find purpose in their work can result in the “self-actualisation” section of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs being met, resulting in increased motivation and life satisfaction. The GMGEC provides some recognition of the importance of this factor to good quality employment. One of the seven Charter commitments, ‘people management’ emphasises the need to “keep employees motivated in their work” through listening to their views and offering development opportunities and clear organisational values. These are tangible ways of increasing the fulfilment of a job that all employers could improve on. However, while the CIPD points out that there is no consensus yet on how to measure and therefore improve meaningful work, the importance of this aspect to students and recent graduates indicates that this is a factor which could be better understood in order to improve jobs and attract graduates in Greater Manchester.

Figure 6: Importance of purpose

---

88 Chris Warhurst, Sally Wright and Clare Lyonette, *Understanding and measuring job*.  
89 Saul McLeod, “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs,” Simply Psychology, last modified December 29, 2020,  
90 “People Management,” Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter, accessed January 3, 2022,  
https://www.gmgoodemploymentcharter.co.uk/the-charter/people-management/.
Use of Skill Set

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall is using your skill set in your work to you? This may include skill sets you have learnt at university, or skills learnt on the job.”

In their report on good quality work, the CIPD states that skill utilisation is an important determinant of job quality. Our results also demonstrate that skill utilisation is of great importance to graduates in particular. Of the 55 responses 32.7% considered skill utilisation very important, 36.4% fairly important, 14.5% slightly important and 16.4% found it not important. There was some disparity in responses to this question by gender, where 73% of females answered either very or fairly important whereas only 63% of males answered the same. Skill utilisation appeared to be distinctly more important to UoM students with 88% of those respondents finding it either very or fairly important, with far more varied responses from the other universities. However, given the small sized nature of our sample, no real statistically significant inferences can be drawn from the characteristic trends in the data. In spite of this, it is clear that skill utilisation may have some pull when it comes to graduate retention in Greater Manchester.

Terms of Employment

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important are the terms of employment to you? Terms of employment refers to your contract, whether this is permanent, fixed term, zero hours.”

The CIPD found that from reviewing the literature, terms of employment was a key determinant of job quality. This is also relevant when it comes to secure and flexible work, two of the seven characteristics of good employment as identified in the Charter.

Of the 57 respondents, 50.9% considered the terms of employment very important, 38.6% fairly important, 7% slightly important and 3.5% found it not important. Overall, it ranked as the second most important factor of good employment in our sample. Given the
strong response to this question, it would seem that students and recent graduates have a
particular appreciation for the importance of terms of employment. Zero hour contracts and
other flexible forms of employment, of which 8.3% of 16-24 year olds are employed in this
fashion,\textsuperscript{91} are increasingly popular employment contracts for employers. Consequently,
graduates may have experienced, or are at least aware, of the issues regarding these contracts,
thus explaining our responses.

![Figure 8: Importance of terms of employment](image)

**Personal Development**

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall are opportunities
for personal development to you? These could include training courses, or additional
qualifications.”

According to experimental research from the Social Market Foundation, happier employees
tend to be more productive\textsuperscript{92}. Therefore, if we assume that personal development increases
wellbeing, jobs with scope for individual growth represent a win-win situation for both
employers and employees. Given this information, it is clear that increasing the potential for
individual growth in graduate level jobs is one practical way to increase graduate retention in
the Greater Manchester area.

The results from the survey show a relatively high demand for personal development,
with 50.9% finding it very important, 31.6% fairly important, 10.5% slightly important and
7% not important, placing it joint third in our importance rankings. Given that graduates are
only just beginning their professional careers and would benefit from development, these
results make intuitive sense.

\textsuperscript{91}“Percentage of employees on a zero-hours contract in the United Kingdom from 2013 to 2022, by age group”,
of-employed-population-zero-hour-contracts-age/

\textsuperscript{92}“Happiness and productivity: Understanding the happy-productive worker,” Social Market Foundation,
October 27, 2015.
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/economics/staff/dsgroi/impact/hp_briefing.pdf
Mental Health Arrangements

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall are mental health considerations to you? For example, Mental well-being counselling from employers during periods of high stress.”

Presence and awareness of mental health issues at work is increasing significantly. Moreover, employment specialists agencies are now actively encouraging employers to create more inclusive environments where staff can talk openly about issues concerning mental health. As a result, employee’s mental health considerations are increasingly important in the workplace. Surprisingly, this is not a trend that can be seen in these findings. Of the 57 respondents, 19.3 per cent of participants considered it very important, 28.1 per cent considered it fairly important, 29.8 per cent considered it slightly important, and 22.8 per cent considered it not important, ranking it the one of the least important factors for our sample.

From these results it is clear that mental health considerations, while important, are not as crucial as other features to most in our sample when it comes to defining good quality employment. However, with over 77 per cent of participants considering it at least slightly important, it is still crucial to integrate this into any definition of good quality employment, as identified by the GMGEC. Furthermore, given awareness around the topic is constantly increasing, it is crucial employers consider mental health as a factor for good employment for young employees.

93 “Supporting mental health at work: guide for people managers,” CIPD, September 6, 2022, https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/culture/well-being/mental-health-support-report#gref
Positive Work-Life Balance

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall are positive work-life balance arrangements to you? These could include flexible working or work from home opportunities.”

Society’s ideals surrounding work have rapidly altered since the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent lockdowns, with 85% of working adults favouring a hybrid approach of in-office and work-from-home options. The GMGEC also identifies this as a key characteristic of good employment.

Of the 57 respondents, 38.6% of respondents considered it very important, 42.1% considered it fairly important, 15.8% considered it slightly important and only 3.5% considered it not important. However, with 80.7% of students and graduates ranking positive work-life balance arrangements at least fairly importantly, it is ultimately one of the most important features of good quality employment to this sample. Whilst employers may be reluctant to allow flexible hours and working from home, the data suggests that graduates will be more satisfied in their positions in the company. This consequently may have a positive effect on productivity.

---

**Level of Representation and Voice**

“When looking for employment opportunities, how important overall is the level representation and voice you are given within the company? This may include trade union representation or worker councils.”

Research from the CIPD found that almost half of employees are not satisfied with their level of voice in the workplace, with younger employees being disproportionately represented in these categories. It is also one of the seven key characteristics of the GMGEC. Of the 56 respondents, 26.8% believe employee voice is very important, 30.4% say it is fairly important, 32.1% say it is slightly important, and 10.7% say it is not important. No significant differences were found across different demographics. While the responses would indicate that the level of voice and representation are not the most important features in defining ‘good quality employment’, a vast majority of respondents consider the level of representation at least slightly important. Thus, promoting employer behaviour which encourages employees to express their views may be one way to incentivise graduates to work and remain in the Greater Manchester region.

![Importance of representation](image)

**Figure 12: Importance of representation**

**Open question**

Aside from the questions on good quality job factors, our survey also asked one open ended question: ‘*What would attract you to stay in Greater Manchester after your studies?*’. In total, 47 people answered this question. The responses to this revealed some factors that we had not considered or that did not apply to our classification of good quality jobs, but might still be of interest to policy makers.

---

One major theme within the responses was the appeal of Manchester as a socially and culturally rich city. In their research on graduates in the North West, the sample of which was dominated by graduates from the Greater Manchester area, Prospects Luminate have found ‘an overwhelming recurrence of references to family and friends’ and that overall ‘staying in the region was a positive choice’\(^97\) and that overall ‘staying in the region was a positive choice’\(^98\). Our findings corroborate this. Seven respondents mentioned wanting to be close to friends and family as a reason for either leaving or staying in the area. Manchester also has a great appeal to our graduate sample because of its culture, social life, and overall quality of life. 13 respondents referenced this, for example ‘the atmosphere of the city and its people’, ‘lots going on culturally’, ‘the nightlife’ and ‘it’s my home’ which shows an affinity to the area independent of job opportunities and job quality. However, one person also found that the ‘area, and levels of diversity’ were not as good as in London.

Another key factor as to why Manchester is appealing is the (relative) low cost of living. This was referenced by 12 participants, two of which specifically referenced the low housing prices of the area. Estimates show that the cost of living in Manchester as a graduate, including rent, food, transport and extras such as a gym membership, is around 18.27% lower than in London.\(^99\)

However, our responses also revealed areas that Manchester is currently lacking in and could improve on. Seven respondents stated that higher salaries would attract them to stay in the region, which underlines the importance of wages in graduate employment analysed above and again demonstrates that this is a critical weakness of Greater Manchester as a region, especially in comparison to London.

The second factor that would attract our sample to stay were work opportunities. Two people were satisfied with the possibilities in their sector. However, 18 respondents felt that the Greater Manchester area needs more job opportunities and this was often connected to the demand for higher wages as well. Work opportunities were therefore the most common response to the question about what would attract people to stay in Greater Manchester. More


\(^98\) Ibid, p. 3.

specifically, three people wanted more graduate schemes, including one person asking for more civil service fast stream places. Other factors mentioned were having more jobs that matched career expectations and had more opportunities for progression as well as more public, third sector, graduate schemes and think tanks roles.

Additionally, some respondents mentioned cheaper transport and easier access to visas as something that could be improved to attract graduates to the Greater Manchester area.

Overall, the findings of this open question corroborate previous research. The Centre for Cities declared access to employment as “the most important factor influencing graduate location decisions”\textsuperscript{100} and recommended an expansion of job opportunities to attract more graduates to work in Manchester.\textsuperscript{101} However, the city should also work on advertising the graduate opportunities already available. On a positive note, our findings support the results of Prospects Luminate,\textsuperscript{102} that Manchester has a big appeal to graduates as a place of culture and social connections.

\begin{figure}[!h]
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\caption{Comparison between variables of importance to participants}
\end{figure}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{100} Centre for Cities, “The Great British Brain, p. 24.
\item \textsuperscript{101} Ibid, p. 31.
\item \textsuperscript{102} Eileen Cunningham and Fiona Christie, “There’s no place like,” p. 3.
\end{itemize}
London vs. Manchester

“Do you believe there are better quality employment opportunities in Greater Manchester or London?”

This question was asked to establish the general consensus on graduate opportunities and good employment between the two places. In total, 47 participants answered this question. Only 8.5% (4 respondents) believe there’s better quality employment opportunities in Greater Manchester, meanwhile 91.5% (43 respondents) believe London has better employment opportunities. Moreover, this question was also tested for any significant demographic differences (Active in labour market, Gender, Race, Region, University in GM) however no significant differences were noted. Regardless of demographics, it appears that the overwhelming majority believe that London has better quality employment opportunities. While such a finding was not unexpected, it certainly highlights the general preferences held by students/graduates which must be changed to retain more young professionals in Greater Manchester. Policy makers, employers, and institutions must work together to create better employment opportunities in the area if there is to be any chance of challenging London as the place for graduate’s preferences.

Figure 14: Contrast of votes for greater opportunities in London or Manchester
Policy Recommendations

1) Macroeconomic

It is evident given the importance placed on wage levels by the survey respondents that the wage disparities between Greater Manchester and Greater London are a key cause of this Brain Drain. If Greater Manchester wishes to attract more graduates to stay in the area, then it needs to focus on creating a competitive labour market to attract a greater number of high-salary firms to set up operations. This in turn will create more opportunities and competitive salaries for graduates. In particular this can be achieved through:

2) Improving Education Systems

Greater Manchester Combined Authority and the council's partners, such as the universities and businesses, should aim to increase the quality of local talent so when students begin employment companies benefit from a higher number of high achievers. Prioritising the development of essential transferable skills within colleges and places of higher education will mean that graduates are ready to complete high quality work once they have started employment. Additionally improving schools will make Greater Manchester more desirable for talented workers with school age children.

3) Wage Bursaries

Investment can be placed in the creation of wage bursaries as an incentive for firms to build headquarters and branches in Manchester. The government can give wage packages to companies with the intention of increasing the starting graduate salaries.

4) Internal/HR

Another key cause for the Brain Drain identified through the survey responses was the lack of internal opportunities that companies offer within the North West. Graduates are keen on building skills and fulfilling a purpose in their work, as well as having clear terms of employment. The broader range of businesses in London means that job-seekers are better able to find opportunities that provide the chance to develop these skills. If Greater Manchester wishes to retain graduates it needs to showcase the choices available in the city. It is ultimately down to businesses to signal their attractiveness based on what is important to graduates, in particular through:
5) **Having clear terms of employment**

Terms of employment are a key aspect of determining job quality and as such businesses need to be transparent in what will be expected of their employees. Job hours and expectations should be made clear in job adverts, interviews, and be carried on into working hours. Companies need to have strict rules that prevent employees from working excessively beyond their contracted hours. Additionally, more involvement of unions for representation at the workplace is needed.

6) **Increasing scope for personal development**

Businesses need to ensure that they are giving the opportunity for new hires to be able to work on important projects. Increasing the potential for individual growth in graduate level jobs is one practical way to increase graduate retention.
Conclusion

Ever since the industrial revolution, Manchester has led by example when it comes to changing work environments. This innovative spirit regarding work must be reinvigorated, through a combination of public policy reform and changing employer attitudes, in order to challenge London and other UK cities for recent graduates. This research adds to the conversation, by investigating the important characteristics of good employment for students and recent graduates. In doing so, we have established effective channels through which graduate preferences towards the Greater Manchester area can be changed.

Overall, the findings show that graduates place a lot of importance on the characteristics which are presented in the Greater Manchester Good Employment Charter. The wage level ranks as the most important of all factors, whilst non-wage benefits ranks as the least important. This implies that graduates, like the vast majority of the labour force, prioritise income (especially during the early period of one’s working life where an individual is trying to establish financial independence) over non-monetary factors. Consequently, the increased provision of real living wages in Greater Manchester seems to be the most effective method to increase graduate retention.

Perhaps the most surprising result from the survey is that mental health considerations in the workplace ranked the second least important. This may be due to social norms which induce a separation between personal issues and professional environments. Alternatively, the results may simply be a result of our small sample size, which is a limitation to the primary research. Despite the low ranking in relative terms, 77% still found this factor somewhat important, meaning it should not be ignored as a way to improve employment conditions.

Increasing scope for personal development, emphasising the importance of work, preventing employees from working excessively beyond their contracted hours and reforming employment contractual agreements themselves are all ways in which employment in Greater Manchester can quickly become more appealing to recent graduates. If Greater Manchester is to seriously challenge as a viable alternative to London and its surrounding areas, then more will need to be done in terms of incentives other than promoting the lower cost of living.
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